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Abstract

Injuries are common among athletes at any point in their sports career. Physiotherapy management plays a vital role in the rehabilitation of athlete injury. Numerous pieces of evidence suggest that quick fix approaches, lack of clinical reasoning skills in injury healing science, and current Indian medical system practicing guidelines are the reason for poor quality treatment in India, and it is difficult to provide the best quality treatment as per the athletes’ requirements. A multidisciplinary team along with prompt evidence-based treatment is important in injury management. This article describes the current scenario in Indian physiotherapy as well as the suggestions and recommendations to implement evidence-based strategies for proper injury management among athletes.
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Introduction

Sports physiotherapy practice plays an important role in athlete injury management with respect to acute and chronic sports injuries. During the phase of injury, the treatment aspects have not been attained to the fullest as per the athlete’s requirement. The treatment methods are focused on quick recovery and placebos and there is a big gap between patient education and exercise programme design strategies. It is claimed that lack of clinical reasoning skills, status of current medical system practice in India with respect to teamwork, less practical based academic activities during the bachelor course duration, and looking for temporary fix treatments lead to poor management of injuries among athletes. Athletes’ workload monitoring and injury management education provided to athletes are also not sufficient in India.

A push for evidence-based practice has permeated athlete injury management. This article focuses on the importance of implementing evidence-based physiotherapy practice in athlete injury management with suggestions and solutions for its implementation. Evidence-based practice is mainly focused on 3 main domains - 1. best research evidence, 2. clinical expertise, and 3. patient values. With respect to evidence-based practice, this article covers a few suggestions to overcome the current scenario.

Methodology

A thorough literature search revealed that multiple articles favoured implementing exercise therapy based on rehabilitation protocol format, utilising electrotherapy, manual therapy, and adjunct therapy for injury healing and pain management, and considered providing patient...
education sessions to athletes as the best evidence-based value.

A survey of 22 relevant articles showed that Indian physiotherapy standards focused on quick-fix approaches that favour athletes in the initial phase of treatment. Athletes prefer quick, short recovery treatments due to their anxiety levels to return to play despite a poor understanding of their injury. During the phase of injury management, there is a lot of pressure from coaches to parents and this leads to psychological distress for the athlete. Due to this pressure, it becomes essential for an athlete to return to sports at the earliest. From the athletes’ perspective, the only prime focus is to return to sport without getting adequate knowledge of their injury. It is estimated that around 82% of athletes lack an understanding of the recovery protocol and physiotherapists are also unable to provide proper patient education strategies due to time constraints.

A few studies also stated that the lack of multi-disciplinary sports medicine and sports science-based approaches is also a prime factor for improper athlete injury management. Load monitoring plays a key role in the rehabilitation process and a flawed understanding of corresponding professionals with aspects of strength and conditioning and game-specific coaching leads to a poor rehabilitation phase. There is inadequate awareness regarding sports medicine blended with sports science and it needs to be worked on.

**Discussion**

The best results with evidence-based practice in athletes can be obtained from initial consultation sessions with proper patient education strategies, planning time, goal-based treatment strategies, implementation of periodisation plans, working on effective pain management techniques, and proper exercise therapy-based approaches.

It is necessary to cross-refer the athletes to the appropriate sports medicine and science professionals based on their injury healing requirements and to fulfill biopsychosocial treatment plans. Professionals like psychologists, nutritionists, sports physicians, orthotists, and strength and conditioning specialists are key professionals in a rehabilitation team. It is recommended that all the professionals should work together, without any ego, and should focus on one treatment plan which should be changed if it doesn’t help in the athlete’s recovery process. During the phase of treatment, the coach should know the treatment process because he is the primary contact person for the athlete.

A holistic and multidisciplinary approach is the key factor. Research has brought to light the fact that various factors/agents may have a role in the circumstances of injury or reinjury. Moreover, the reasons/causes of injuries vary among athletes and hence their responses to them vary too. Therefore, more sports injury research should be conducted with a combined approach of clinical and academic sports physiotherapists to give knowledge as well as evidence in the fields of sports medicine and sports science.

**Conclusion**

The incorporation of evidence-based practice in the field of sports physical therapy might lead to a decrease in medical mistakes, enhancement in the quality of healthcare, better analysis of the gains and risks, and better inclusion of the choices of athletes in decision making. It is also believed that implementing proper evidence-based approaches provides a meaningful process for athlete injury management. This analysis was aimed at educating the people about such practices, and the methods that are utilised to seek evidence in the day-to-day clinical practice of sports physical therapy. The researchers should provide the best evidence-based support where the clinical physiotherapist should provide good quality athlete injury management care.
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